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FMI

PAINT & CHEMICAL, INC.
SERIES 402 “GALVABOND”
DIRECT TO METAL 100% ACRYLIC

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
A field proven system based on a sophisticated acrylic resin, fortified with a balance of pigment for rust
inhibition and general stain blocking. "Galvabond" has the unique ability to encapsulate rust in a
permanent, impermeable plastic envelope, minimizing the potential for peeling and future rust bleed
through. An excellent coating where extensive preparation to the surface is impossible would cause the
plant to be shut down. Water-reducible for interior and exterior application. "Galvabond" is a lead free
coating free of objectionable solvents and odors and contains no carcinogens. No component of
"Galvabond" has been shown to cause birth defects of any kind
RECOMMENDED USES:
Interior and exterior mildly rusted building surfaces. Water, gas and chemical storage tanks. All ski resort
metal structures. Transmission and microwave towers. Industrial steel decking, aluminum, bar joists, etc.
Galvanized and metal roofs, silos, metal buildings concrete and masonry walls and all sound, rusted
structural steel. As a topcoat over inorganic zinc primers. "Galvabond" is an excellent primer for bare
wood likely to contain water-soluble extractives. An excellent stain blocker for smoke stain, soot residue,
crayon and graffiti, water stains and a variety of other staining materials likely to bleed through residential
wall and trim paints
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION:
Excellent gloss retention and chalk resistance. Adhesion to difficult repair surfaces. Wide variety of
chemical resistance. Non-yellowing. Remains completely plastic in nature throughout aging. Attractive
semi-gloss finish. Filtered for problem free spray application. Quick dry. Soap and water clean up. Very
low odor. Non-flammable. Non-toxic. Contains no carcinogens. Contains the maximum loading of
fungicide/mildewcide to prevent growth on the paint film.
CHARACTERISTICS:
Color: Standard Brilliant White, Black and an limited range of custom colors
Finish: Semi-gloss
Vehicle: 100% acrylic
Spread rate: Smooth surfaces: 200 square feet per gallon
Drying time: Dries to touch in 1 hour. To recoat, allow full 12 hours drying time for material to fully cure.
Percent solids/volume: 35 + or - 2%
Percent solids/weight: 46 + or -2%
Weight: 10.54 lbs. Per gallon
Viscosity: 95-100 Krebs units
Recommended film thickness: 6 mils wet, approximately 2.1 dry
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VOC's: .43 lbs. Per gallon
Flammability: Non-flammable
Packaging: 5 gal. Containers, 55 gal. Drums

SPECIFICATIONS:
Surface Preparation:
Free surface of industrial soil, oily wastes, dirt, loose and peeling paint, loose and flaking rust, etc.
Iron/Steel:
For general-purpose work, the application of "Galvabond" to sound, mildly rusted steel surfaces is
satisfactory. Apply two coats, as needed. Where loose, flaking rust is present, wire brushing or hand tool
cleaning per SSPC-SP2-63 is sufficient. If the profile of the rusty steel is thoroughly covered, no staining
will occur. If staining is evident, it is an indication that some of the steel substrate is uncoated and another
coat of "Galvabond" will alleviate the condition.
Galvanized Steel:
Interior: Free surface of oil contaminants such as is found in the plating process. Wiping with chlorinated
solvent such as MEK is usually sufficient. Apply one or two coats of "Galvabond".
Exterior:
Mildly oxidized or rusty galvanized is suitable for application with "Galvabond". Apply one or two coats, as
needed.
Aluminum: Remove all contaminants by wiping or solvent cleaning. Apply one or two coats, as needed.
Masonry:
All masonry must be free of dirt, oil, grease, loose paint, mortar, masonry dust, etc. Non-cementitious
surfaces should be allowed to cure 30 days @ 77 degrees F and cleaned of acids, release compounds,
tar, etc. Apply one coat of premium Block Filler and one or two coats of "Galvabond", as needed.
New Wood: Apply two coats
Wallboard and Plaster:
Remove any heavy residual contaminants. Apply one or two coats of “Galvabond”.

APPLICATION AND REDUCTION:
This product is particularly suitable for airless spray. Protect surrounding surfaces from over spray. Do
not thin. Protect from freezing. If using in exterior application, be sure to keep open pail covered as to not
allow thickening of material. If material thickens, add up to 16 ounces water per five gallons. Apply at
temperatures above 50 degrees. If staining is observed after application of the first coat, allow overnight
drying before dusting with a second coat.
For airless spray: Tip size .013-.021, 10" fan. Apply at app. 1500-2000 psi. Consult manufacturer of
spray equipment for proper instructions.
CLEAN-UP INFORMATION:
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Tools and over spray may be cleaned up with detergent and water.
LIMITATIONS:
"Galvabond" is an excellent rust and stain blocker when applied properly. Due to application technique,
environmental conditions, construction flaws, etc. rust, cedar or redwood bleed cannot be guaranteed.
Not intended for use on any surface subject to foot traffic.
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